JOIN OUR TEAM

Volunteers are an essential part of our team, working with all departments in both front-of-house and office-based roles. Volunteering with us is a great way to learn new skills, gain new experiences and learn more about our fascinating site.

WHAT WILL I BE DOING?

We usually have a range of volunteer roles. As a volunteer, you might:

— Welcome and assist our visitors
— Lead tours showcasing the history of the Old Royal Naval College
— Fund-raise to support our conservation programme
— Assist our learning and interpretation team
— Provide behind-the-scenes office support

HOW CAN I JOIN?

You can contact us at volunteer@ornc.org or call us on 020 8269 4794 for more information.
IN A NUTSHELL

The Old Royal Naval College is the centrepiece of Maritime Greenwich, a UNESCO World Heritage Site with a long and celebrated history spanning nearly 600 years. Once a royal palace and a naval hospital, then a naval officers’ training college, today this must-see London landmark is a popular visitor attraction and home to the magnificent Painted Hall. Visitors can discover Tudor archaeological finds, enjoy award-winning tours, and explore the Christopher Wren-designed buildings and beautiful riverside grounds.

WHAT’S HERE NOW

— The Painted Hall: An ornate masterpiece and the largest painted dining room in Europe.
— The Chapel: A working chapel and a Neoclassical work of art.
— The Grounds: Over 17 acres of baroque buildings comprising public spaces, lawns, and educational institutions.
— The Visitor Centre: An interactive space that explains the history of the site over its long history.